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A Novel benefit model for virtual machine resources allocation
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Abstract. Virtual machine technology is widely used in cloud computing. This paper put forward a
benefit model aimed at optimal allocation of virtual machines of cloud data center. Differentiate service
levels according to the service response time, calculate profit and fines according to the satisfaction
conditions of different service levels. When a service request is responded and completed within the
specified time, then the profit of the service is calculated; if not, then the fines is calculated. Evaluate
comprehensively the total benefits of service based on value of service benefit and fines calculated
during a certain period of time. Dynamically adjusting resource allocation with the objective of
maximizing total benefits is conducive to the realization of autonomous configuration of resources and
to the improvement of the overall efficiency of the service.
Introduction
To cope with the ever increasing complexity of computer systems, IBM put forward the concept of
autonomic computing in 2001, inspired by the human body's complex autonomic nervous system [1].
Autonomic computing system can regulate and protect itself in the absence of intervene, and constantly
adapt to the changing environment under the premise of maintaining the specified target. In recent
years, autonomic computing has attracted widespread attention and made some progress [2~3].
As one of technologies of shielding the heterogeneity of software and hardware of platform
computing, virtualization technology has been widely used on shared computing infrastructures [4]. It
can also promote the differentiation, isolation and convenience of management of customers'
applications. Because virtualization technology and virtual computing environment provides a natural
support for autonomic computing systems, autonomic computing under the virtual computing
environment enjoys a booming development. Literature [5] studied virtual environments in which
virtual machines are connected by a virtual network under the multi-domain shared infrastructure, also
designed and implemented the overall adaptive architecture of a virtual computing environment.
Literature [6] studied how to allocate processing resources for different virtual machines dynamically
using the autonomic computing technology when load changes. This paper studies the optimal
management of virtual resources for virtual clusters, and proposes a benefit model which facilitates the
optimization of the resource allocation.
System resources and service description
In the physical sense, computing resources of cloud computing center are mainly composed of server
clusters. Computing resources to user experience is a virtual machine, built on server clusters by
virtualization technology. Each virtual machine shares available IT resources to provide Internet
services for different customers, and processes a large number of requests from different applications
and customers. Virtual machines can run common operating systems and various applications, like Xen,
VMWare etc.. Cloud computing center provides m ( m ³ 2 ) kinds of different categories of application
environment, represented respectively by E1 , E2 ,L , Em , each of whom is served by different number
of virtual machines together. For each application request from a variety of application environments,
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the virtual machine provides n ( n ³ 2 ) different levels of Service Level Agreement(SLA), represented
respectively by L1 , L2 ,L , Ln . Different virtual service levels corresponding to different resource
requirements are also different. The total number of virtual machines within a system constantly
changes along with the fluctuation of service requests.
This paper’s work facilitates the above virtualized service to provide a regulation mechanism of
environment resource optimization, and builds a benefit model that maximizes the benefit of service
provider based on the balance of resource use costs. The gross profit includes not only the profit when
meets the service with quality guaranteed and fines when does not, but also the various costs of
maintaining system operations.
Dynamic service description
Each virtual machin is assumed to be in an initial state at time t0 , and to regulate virtual resources at
time t1 , t2 L , tk , tk +1 ,L in order to optimize system resources. To simplify the problem, this paper only
consider optimization when time intervals are equal, i.e. ( t1 - t0 ) = ( t2 - t1 )L = ( tk +1 - tk ) = L . And

tq1 , tq2 ,L , tqk represent the resource adjustment time interval t0  t1 , t1  t2 , L , tk  tk +1 respectively.
The service level of request is assumed to be unchanged during the service, then the number of service
requests of application environments Ei at time tk corresponding to different levels of service can be
represent as a matrix NA ( tk ) :
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where nai , j ( tk ) and tk represents respectively the number of and total number of the service requests
of application environment Ei at time tk corresponding to L j service level.
The resources of application environment Ei at time tk are provided by different number of virtual

machines distributed on physical server S1 , S 2 ,L , Si ,L S s . nvi , j ( tk ) is assumed to be represented the

number of virtual machine that provide resources for application environment Ei at time tk on

physical server S j , then the distribution matrix NV ( tk ) of virtual machine at time tk can be
represented as follow:
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(tk ) represents the number of virtual machine
m

that provide resources for application environment Ei at time tk , and

å nv
i =1

i, j

(tk ) represents the

number of virtual machine deployed on physical server S j at time tk .
The physical state of the server is divided into operating state and sleeping state, and nr ( tk )
represents the number of physical server in operating state, and nt ( tk ) represents the number of
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physical server in sleeping state, so nr ( tk ) + nt ( tk ) = s . The virtual machines that provide service
request to allocate virtual resource distributed on nr ( tk ) physical servers.
Virtual resources description
A variety of resources including CPU, memory, disk, network bandwidth, etc. provide service for
request service. To simplify the problem, we only use virtual resources to represent a variety of
resources to each service request. Obviously, the resources taken to complete the service are similar
with regard to the same application environment and the same service level in a service request.
The average virtual resources taken by a service request of L j level of service in application
environment Ei is assumed to be represented as Ri , j .
The virtual resources taken by all service requests of application environment Ei at time tk can be
represented as

n

å (R
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Different application environments have different virtual resource needs. With regard to application
environment Ei , the capacity of available virtual resource that single virtual machine can provide for
different service requests are assumed to be represented as VR1 , VR2 ,L ,VRi ,L ,VRm respectively. In
addition to providing resources to the virtual service requests, virtual machine itself also consumes
resources. The additional resources consumed by each virtual machine are are assumed to be
represented as OR1 , OR2 ,L , ORi ,L , ORm ，then the capacity of virtual resources with regard to
application environment
n
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The capacity of resources provided by each physical server is are assumed to be represented as TR ,
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then the formula
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Benefit model for resources allocation
To simplify the problem, the service level is assumed to be only related to the service response time.
With regard to Li level of service, its service response time threshold is represented as RTLi . For each
service request finished within the grade of service，its service response time is represented as rt and
always have the benefit PROLi ，then we can conclude the following formula：
BEN Li rt £ RTLi
ìï
PROLi = í
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ïî BEN Li - PEN Li rt > RTLi
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where BEN Li and PEN Li represent the benefit of finishing service and fines for response time
exceeding the threshold respectively.
From section 2.2, we know that the resources occupied by service request of L j service level of
application environment Ei is represented as Ri , j , and its benefit is represented as PROL j . The ratio
of benefit and resources is assumed to be represented as q , and qi+, j for the benefit when rt £ RTL j ,
and
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We cannot use the difference between the number of service requests at time tk +1 and that of at time
tk due to the following three reasons: (1) service requests arrive dynamically; (2) the length of service

time is not certain; (3) the finishing time of service is not certain. nqai , j ( tqk ) is assumed to be

represents the number of L j level of service requests of application environment Ei within tqk , then
the total number of finished L j level of service requests can be represented as . Therefore, the total
m

service benefit obtained within tqk can be represented as

å nqa
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Considering the required cost of operation management, the operating cost for each single physical
server when regulating resources during tqk is represented as oqs ( tqk ) , which includes the energy
charge, the sharing cooling cost of air conditioning, the sharing management costs and other costs. The
cost of single physical server in sleeping state is represented as oqd ( tqk ) . Obviously, here
oqd ( tqk )  oqs ( tqk )

.Then

the

cost
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is
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cos ( tqk ) = oqs ( tqk ) × nr ( tk ) + oqd ( tqk ) × nt ( tk ) . Therefore, the total benefit within tqk is represented
as v ( tqk ) = pro ( tqk ) - cos ( tqk ) . The objective of the virtual resources regulation mechanism within

tqk can be represented as max ( v ( tqk ) ) . System needs to meet as many service requests that conform

to service level agreement as possiple，and at the same time to decrease the number of physical server
in operating state as much as possible.
Simulation experiment
We can easily design resource allocation method based on benefits maximum principle through
building the benefit model for resources allocation of virtual machines. In order to verify the usefulness
of the benefit model proposed, we carry on an experiment according to the resources management
method put forward by literature[7]. Experimental environment referring to literature[7] is as follows:
operating system kernel-Linux2.6.14, 100M Ethernet connection，using client to simulate the user
request and 6 PC machine as a test client.
Our experiment obtains the variation of response latency of two different service categories
C1 ,C 2 ，who have different quality of service requirements, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure.1 Response latency comparison between two service categories

Through the experiment we can see that the benefit model proposed by us that designs allocation
method and allocates resources according to service quality is able to complete the service control
self-management better.
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